Bible Prophecy: Trump Smashes New World Order
Tomorrow we will inaugurate a new President here in the United
States, Mr. Donald J Trump, and I know a lot of people are sitting on
pins and needles waiting for this to occur, hoping against hope and
praying to Almighty God that the Leopard, who is cornered, will not
provoke World War 3 in the remaining hours he has left as the 44th
President. And it's interesting that Mr. Donald Trump, as the 45th
president, may be prefigured in Isaiah 45 as King Cyrus of these End
Times and if that is true, he has already begun to fulfill that prophecy.
So let's take another look, and this time we are going to look at the
second line in the End Times verse arrangement which Isaiah used to
seal up his prophecy.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_e6a053d1a42c43fc840f2cc7c49071ee.pdf

And we've already looked at the verses on the top line so let's, on this
program, look at verses 2, 4, 6, 12, 18 and 23 starting with verse
number 2: ‘I will go before you (this is Almighty God speaking) and
will humble the great ones of the earth. ’
Donald Trump is already fulfilling that prophecy! Just last week he
humbled Angela Merkel of Germany and this upset our current
Secretary of State, John Kerry, to no end . ‘And I will break in pieces
the gates of brass and will burst the bars of iron. ’Now, I have
explained this amazing prophecy a couple of programs ago; this is a
reference to the One World Government (OWG), (iron) and the One
World Religion (OWR), (brass) which together comprise the New
World Order. This is a direct reference to Daniel, chapter 4, verse
number 14: ‘He cried aloud and said thus (this is the watcher that
Almighty God has sent down to give judgment on Western civilization
which is symbolized by the Great Tree in chapter number 4) cut down
the tree and chop off its branches: shake off its leaves, etc’ and
then God orders the watcher to tie a band of iron and a band of brass
around the stump of this great tree ‘nevertheless leave the stump of
its roots in the earth even with a band of iron and brass in the
tender grass of the field’. The band of iron constricting Western
Civilization is the OWG and the band of brass is the OWR.
Now here comes the amazing good news: Mr. Donald Trump is
prophesied by Isaiah 2,500 years ago to break the gates of brass and
the band of iron. Is this why all the New World Order people are so
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upset with the election of Donald Trump? Is this, for example, why
Pope Francis practically endorsed Hillary? Now, he may not know what
he was doing but Satan knows what he is doing and he does not want
Isaiah 45 to be fulfilled. Verse number 4: ‘For the sake of my servant
Jacob (now, I have explained previously what the ‘servant’ in this case
indicates; it is a reference to the End Times the remnant of Jews who
will be saved. This is the same code word, that is ‘servant’, that John
uses in the book of Revelation to indicate the 144,000 remnant Jews
who are sealed) and Israel my elect’. Some Bibles say ‘chosen’
instead of elect’.
We have to remember that all the proper names in Isaiah 45 symbolize
someone else in these End Times, for example, ‘Cyrus’ symbolizes
Donald Trump, ‘servant Jacob’ symbolizes the remnant Jews and
‘elect of Israel’ symbolize End Times Catholics, the remnant of the
Roman Catholic Church. ‘I have even called you by your name’.
Now, ‘Cyrus’ is obvious; he was called by ‘Cyrus’ in the exact text. How
is Trump called? Well, any Bible scholar will tell you that a trump or
trumpet is very significant in these End Times, as other people have
pointed out here on YouTube, and I think they are right. (1) ‘I have
made a likeness of you’. I've explained before that Donald Trump and
his three wives are a symbol of the Trinity in these End Times. I realize
that's an esoteric interpretation; nonetheless I think it has validity.
Verse number 6: ‘That they may know, those who are from the
rising of the sun’. That would be China and Japan, I'm sure; also,
Indonesia, and all the nations in the Middle East. ‘And they who are
from the west’. That would be Europe and other Western nations.
‘That there is none beside me: I am the lord and there is no one
else’.
Verse number 12:‘I made the earth and I created man upon it: my
hands stretched forth the heavens and I have commanded all
their host’. These three verses, one after the other, are talking about
Almighty God. They could be all in one verse, but we need these three
verses if we're going to get the numerical significance of the verse
arrangement and I have told you before on these programs, Isaiah
arranged these verses very much the way Daniel did, and that is a
series of 6 verses followed by a series of 5 verses which indicates that
the weapon Jesus will use to defeat the Antichrist is Mary's Rosary.
Verse 18: ‘For thus says the Lord that created the heavens, God
Himself that formed the earth and made it, the very maker thereof
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(notice, by the way, how this verse 18 follows verse 12 very well, and
of course, you don't find that relationship in the verses as printed in
your Bible) he did not create it in vain he formed it to be inhabited’.
This is a very interesting prophecy. Is God saying that He has anointed
Donald Trump to be President of the United States to prevent nuclear
war? There's no doubt Obama spent his eight years trying to provoke
Vladimir Putin into nuclear war. Consider that phrase: ‘he did not
create it in vain, he formed it to be inhabited’. God really does not
want the world destroyed in these End Times, He wants it to be
inhabited.
Then He says: ‘I am the Lord and there is no other’. I think this is
one of the most important reasons He has anointed Donald Trump as
the new King Cyrus. Verse 23:‘I have sworn by myself the word of
justice shall go out of my mouth, and shall not return. ’It’s
interesting that the King James Bible combines verse 23 and verse 24
but they really should not be combined; they should be two different
verses even though it sounds logical to combine them. Again, you
need that number of verses and that's why I am using the Catholic
Douay Rheims Bible so that we get a proper number of verses.
So in conclusion, we have one more day of holding our breath. I will be
waiting in anticipation greatly to finally see Mr. Donald Trump
inaugurated tomorrow. Let's hope and pray there are no foul ups in
Washington from all the haters on the Democrat side and also the
Republican side. Those people support the New World Order
consisting of the One World Government and the One World Religion
and Donald Trump, as we have seen prophesied in Isaiah 45 on the
second line of his End Times verse arrangement, is prophesied to
smash the New World Order. Let's pray that he does because he will
need a lot of help in that endeavour.

1) It’s also interesting that ‘Trump’ and ‘Cyrus’ each contain five letters and both
repeat the letter sequence ‘ru’. Also, there is striking similarity between ‘Cyrus’ and
‘Potus’.
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